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ABSTRACT: In addition to their well-known seasonal cycle, eastern boundary upwelling systems (EBUS) undergo mod-
ulation on shorter synoptic to intraseasonal time scales. Energetic intensifications and relaxations of upwelling-favorable
winds with 5–10-day typical time scales can impact the EBUS dynamics and biogeochemical functioning. In this work the
dynamical effects of wind-forced synoptic fluctuations on the South Senegalese Upwelling Sector (SSUS) are characterized.
The region geomorphology is unique with its wide continental shelf and a major coastline discontinuity at its northern
edge. The ocean response to synoptic events is explored using a modeling framework that involves applying idealized syn-
optic wind intensification or relaxation to a five-member climatological SSUS ensemble run. Model evaluation against
sparse midshelf in situ observations indicates qualitative agreement in terms of synoptic variability of temperature, stratifi-
cation, and ocean currents, despite a moderate but systematic bias in current intensity. Modeled synoptic wind and heat
flux fluctuations produce clear modulations of all dynamical variables with robust SSUS-scale and mesoscale spatial pat-
terns. A mixed layer heat budget analysis is performed over the continental shelf to uncover the dominant processes in-
volved in SSUS synoptic variability. Modulations of horizontal advection and atmospheric forcing are the leading-order
drivers of heat changes during either wind intensification or relaxation while vertical dynamics is of primary importance
only in a very localized area. Also, modest asymmetries in the oceanic responses to upwelling intensification and relaxation
are only identified for meridional velocities. This brings partial support to the hypothesis that synoptic variability has a
modest net effect on the climatological state and functioning of upwelling systems dynamics.
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1. Introduction

Eastern boundary upwelling system (EBUS) dynamics are
driven by alongshore upwelling-favorable winds generating
vertical transport of nutrients in the euphotic layer and pri-
mary production. Winds undergo a strong seasonal cycle in
most EBUS (Chavez and Messié 2009), but they are also sub-
jected to shorter intraseasonal (10–60 days) and synoptic fluc-
tuations (5–10 days), typically in the form of wind intensity
modulations (i.e., relaxations and intensifications), but also
shifts in wind direction. Synoptic variability can have large ef-
fects on the variability of ocean physical and biogeochemical
properties [e.g., off central Chile (Aguirre et al. 2014; Torres
et al. 1999, 2002) and off the U.S. West Coast (Zhang et al.
2015; Shanks et al. 2014; Evans et al. 2015; Bane et al. 2007)].
As climate change may induce a reduction of synoptic

variability in the low-latitude portions of EBUS (Aguirre et al.
2019), it would also be useful to better understand its impact
on the coastal ocean dynamics.

Since Send et al. (1987) (see also Send 1989) it is known that
intensification and relaxations phases may not have symmetric
effects on ocean properties. The effects of relaxations do not,
in general, reverse those of intensifications. Thus, rectification
by eddy-like terms (i.e., residual effects) are associated with
synoptic fluctuations and the mean/climatological state and
functioning of upwelling regions are distinct from what they
would be in the absence of these fluctuations. Other forms of
rectification effects include those due to mesoscale eddies on
the general ocean or atmospheric circulation (Farneti et al.
2010), to ENSO in the Pacific Ocean (Okumura et al. 2017), to
barotropic tides (Zimmerman 1986), and surface waves (i.e.,
the so-called Stokes drift, Curcic et al. 2016). Synoptic forcing
rectification (or lack thereof) is tracer and location dependent
(Kuebel Cervantes and Allen 2006; Largier et al. 2006). An im-
portant cause of asymmetry for upper-ocean heat content is
the fact that vertical processes (advection and mixing) are large
cooling terms during intense upwelling events, but get merely
turned off during relaxation. For upper-ocean heat content in
the Point Reyes–Bodega Bay upwelling sector (Send et al.
1987) the asymmetry also arises from the differential behavior
of surface heat fluxes and alongshore heat advection. The latter
is generally believed to be an important source of asymmetry
wherever coastline and bathymetric irregularities (e.g., capes
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and bays) produce complex time- and space-variable alongshore
temperature gradients (Send et al. 1987) and quasi-standing flow
features (Barth et al. 2005; Ramp et al. 2005; Narimousa and
Maxworthy 1989).

Biogeochemical tracers (e.g., dissolved oxygen; Send and
Nam 2012; Aguirre et al. 2021) and marine organisms (e.g.,
phyto- and zooplankton; Pitcher et al. 1991; Garcı́a-Reyes
et al. 2014) are also subjected to rectification. The biological
response of the latter to synoptic fluctuations (Dorman et al.
2005; Wing et al. 1995; Morgan et al. 2018) may produce addi-
tional ecosystem asymmetries.

All this has important implications, including for interannual
variability. For instance, it contributes to decoupling low-passed
time-averaged upwelling indices and ecosystem functioning in-
dicators such as enrichment in nutrients and primary/secondary
production (Garcı́a-Reyes et al. 2014). But other studies indi-
cate a rather linear response of the ocean to upwelling wind in-
tensifications and relaxations (Aguirre et al. 2014), hence little
rectification associated with synoptic-scale wind variability. Co-
existence of these contrasting results may be the consequence
of distinct oceanographic and geomorphological contexts, but
progress is needed on this topic. Having mesoscale turbulence
time scales comparable to those of synoptic variability further
complicates the problem (Marchesiello et al. 2003).

Despite the intensity of synoptic wind fluctuations in the
Canary Current system (Desbiolles et al. 2014; Kounta Diop
2019), their effect on the ocean has received limited attention,
except in the northern part of the system (Ramos et al. 2013;
Ferreira Cordeiro et al. 2018; Relvas and Barton 2005; Lopes
et al. 2014).

We strive to fill this gap for the southern Senegal upwelling
sector situated at the southern end of the system and, thereby,
increase the general knowledge on the subject. Other West
African sectors would certainly deserve a similar attention
(e.g., Cape Ghir, Western Sahara Bank, Cape Blanc, and
Arguin Bank; see Fig. 1a).

In a nutshell, upwelling winds along West Africa are driven
by the pressure gradient between the North Atlantic subtropi-
cal anticyclone, named the Azores high, and heat lows present
on land. South of 158–208N, the position of the ITCZ is also
determinant. Their seasonal evolutions are such that the
SSUS upwelling season is mainly from November to June
(Roy 1989) (with the July–October interruption being charac-
terized by a monsoon regime). Atmospheric extratropical
Rossby wave activity has been linked to wind synoptic vari-
ability but the mechanisms at play would need further clarifi-
cation (Sultan and Janicot 2003; Kounta Diop 2019).

The SSUS northern limit is the sharp Cape Verde (hereinaf-
ter CV), which hosts the city of Dakar. Its southern limit is
somewhat arbitrarily chosen at 12.58N so that it also includes
Gambian territorial waters. During the upwelling season, the
major geomorphologic irregularity at CV (coastline and ba-
thymetry, see Fig. 1) is responsible for a quasi-permanent sea
surface temperature (SST) pattern composed of a cold upwell-
ing tongue emanating from CV that is predominantly oriented
north–south (Ndoye et al. 2014) and a warm inshore SST strip
south of approximately 14.58N (Roy 1998). Numerical simula-
tions have revealed the extreme concentration of upwelling in

the northern part of the SSUS and the importance of along-
shore/southward transport in the system (Ndoye et al. 2017).
SSUS synoptic fluctuations have been documented using satel-
lite observations (Ndoye et al. 2014) and in situ measurements
(Capet et al. 2017). It is hypothesized in the latter study that
alongshore advection is key to explain midshelf heat content
synoptic fluctuations.

To make progress, we design a set of original numerical ex-
periments in which synthetic synoptic forcing anomalies (inten-
sifications and relaxations) are applied to the realistic regional
model of Ndoye et al. (2017). We describe and analyze various
aspects of the forced SSUS dynamical response, including sub-
mesoscale activity and surface mixed layer (hereafter SML)
heat content. Direct comparison between intensification and
relaxation twin simulations (i.e., with similar initial state) offers
a simple way to examine the natural leading-order source of
synoptic rectification (but leaves aside effects due to complex
wind histories, i.e., succession of intensifications and relaxations
of variable duration). An ensemble run strategy is used to re-
duce uncertainties induced by intrinsic quasi-balanced activity.
A particular focus is on intensification/relaxation asymmetries
because they are indicative of rectification effects associated
with synoptic variability.

The paper is organized as follows. Material and methods
are presented in section 2. A brief model evaluation is pro-
posed in section 3. The SSUS forced response to synoptic at-
mospheric fluctuations is presented in section 4. Mixed layer
heat budget analyses are performed in section 5. Some sensi-
tivity tests and model limitations are presented in section 6.
We finish with a discussion and some concluding remarks in
sections 7 and 8.

2. Methods

We develop a modeling framework that involves idealized
synoptic wind intensification and relaxation. Their specific
spatiotemporal patterns are chosen based on composite analy-
ses presented below. The resulting forcing is applied to five-
member climatological SSUS ensemble simulations carried
out using CROCO.

a. Model settings and simulations

We use the Coastal and Regional Ocean Community model
(CROCO, from https://www.croco-ocean.org/; Hilt et al. 2020),
derived from Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS;
Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2005, 2009). The model configu-
ration presented in Ndoye et al. (2017) takes advantage of the
AGRIF grid refinement capability (Debreu and Blayo 2008).
A parent grid covers most of the Canary Current system with a
spatial resolution of ;10 km. A child domain spans the Sene-
galese ocean with finer resolution ;2.5 km (Fig. 1a). The two
grids are run alongside using two-way coupling (Debreu et al.
2012). For the sake of simplicity and coherency with future bio-
geochemical coupling, we do not use the diurnal shortwave
cycle. The general model approach relies on two classes of
simulations.

First, a 10-yr-long climatological simulation is run to obtain
1) an ensemble of physical initial states on which to apply
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synoptic experiments and 2) model climatological average
fields (noted with subscript climM) used for heat flux restor-
ing to climatological SST (see appendix A). The climatologi-
cal simulations are produced using monthly climatological
surface heat fluxes from the International Comprehensive
Ocean–Atmosphere Data Set (ICOADS; noted QclimO; years
1854–1992; spatial resolution Dx 5 0.58; Worley et al. 2005),
SST from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiome-
ter (MODIS; noted SSTclimO; years 2002–18; Dx 5 5 km;
NASA 2014) for SST restoring, wind stress from the Scatter-
ometer Climatology of Ocean Winds (SCOW; noted tx|climO;
ty|climO; 1999–2009; Dx 5 0.258; Risien and Chelton 2008), and
open boundary conditions from the Simple Ocean Data As-
similation (SODA; over the period 2000–08; Carton and
Giese 2008).

Second, a series of shorter synoptic runs (45 days) is per-
formed for three different types of surface wind and air–sea
heat flux anomalies: synoptic wind intensification, relaxation,
and no anomaly (reference), denoted SF1, SF2, and SF0, re-
spectively. Subscript SF (resp. SF6) refers to any synoptic
forcing condition in {SF1; SF2; SF0} (resp., in {SF1; SF2}).
The construction of forcing anomalies is described in the sub-
sequent sections.

The standard vertical mixing scheme we use is the K-profile
parameterization (KPP; Large et al. 1994), but we also ex-
plore the sensitivity of our results by carrying some runs with
the k–e (Rodi 1987) parameterization (section 6a).

b. ERA5 reanalysis dataset

Atmospheric synoptic conditions are expressed in terms of
wind stress but also of net heat fluxes. As for other upwelling
systems, the latter plays a noticeable role on the SSUS dynamics
(Ndoye et al. 2017; Capet et al. 2017). We use the ERA5 dataset
from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts (ECMWF; Hersbach et al. 2018; Dx 5 0.258) to compute

synoptic wind stress and heat anomalies. We choose the tempo-
ral coverage between 2000 and 2010 to match the time period of
the climatological wind stress we use (see section 2a) to force
our model and obtain climatological physical states. We use the
following variables: zonal and meridional wind speed at 10 m;
shortwave and longwave radiation; and sensible and latent
heat fluxes which are combined to provide net air–sea heat
flux (Barnier et al. 1995). Wind stress is obtained from wind
speed with the formula: t 5 raCDU

2
10 with ra 5 1.22 kg m23

the air density and CD 5 0.0013 the momentum transfer co-
efficient. For use in the compositing, a monthly climatology
is built for wind stress and net heat flux, over the period
2000–10.

c. Idealized synoptic events

Zonal and meridional wind stress (tx; ty) and net heat flux
(Q) forcing fields are built as the sum of two separate terms
(generically written for a field f):

fSF6 (x, y, t) 5 fclim(x, y, t) 1 f (t) 3 f′
SF6 (x, y): (1)

Posing f′
SF0 5 0, Eq. (1) is also valid for SF0. The fclim is as de-

scribed in section 2a for wind stress (see below and appendix A
for heat flux). By construction, synoptic anomalies have a spa-
tial structure that is fixed in time f′

SF6 and a temporal modula-
tion of their amplitude f(t). The f′

SF6 are defined based on
ERA5 compositing.

1) COMPOSITES FIELDS f′
SF6 (x, y)

The composite analysis is restricted to the upwelling season
defined as the period ranging from late October to late May.
We consider that the ERA5 daily meridional wind stress (ty)
is representative of the alongshore upwelling favorable winds
over the SSUS (Tall et al. 2021). We average ty over the
SSUS subdomain (198–16.58W, 12.58–15.58N) and remove the

FIG. 1. (a),(b) Grid configuration used in the study. It consists of a parent domain encompassing most of the Canary
Current system with a zoom at 2.5-km horizontal resolution over the Senegalese waters [green rectangle in (a); see
text for details]. The study area located south of Cape Verde (SSUS) and various averaging boxes (green and blue
solid lines) are shown in (b), as well as the Melax buoy location (orange star).
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seasonal cycle obtained with a low-pass Butterworth filter
(with a threshold period of 115 days) to obtain the subseaso-
nal wind stress anomaly dty.

Upwelling intensification (resp. relaxation) events are de-
fined as the days during which dty is below (resp. above) mi-
nus (resp. plus) one dty standard deviation. We select (tx; ty)
and (Q) fields at these dates and remove the corresponding
climatological monthly average (section 2b) to obtain an
anomaly field. Finally, we construct a unique upwelling season
anomaly f′

SF1 (resp. f′
SF2) by averaging over all identified in-

tensification (resp. relaxation) events (Figs. 2a–d).1

The wind stress and heat flux anomalies present smooth re-
gional scale patterns all over western Africa (Figs. 2c,d).
Wind anomalies become weak south of 128N so there will be
little room for remotely generated SSUS upwelling/downwel-
ling at synoptic scale (Philander and Yoon 1982).

The decomposition of the idealized events into shortwave
and longwave radiation, sensible and latent heat flux are infor-
mative about atmospheric conditions during upwelling wind
intensification or relaxation. The latent heat flux anomaly
dominates the net heat flux anomaly: there is less (resp. more)
evaporation, thus more heat loss (resp. more heat gain), dur-
ing intensification (resp. relaxation) events (not shown), in
agreement with previous studies describing atmospheric syn-
optic patterns (Garstang 1967; Desbiolles et al. 2014).

Because relaxation and intensification anomalies are quite
similar and because it is convenient to use perfectly symmetric
structures, we choose to ignore the composites obtained for
relaxation events and define f′

SF2 (x, y)52f′
SF1 (x, y).

2) AMPLITUDE MODULATION f (t)
We now define the time modulation of amplitude f(t). For sim-

plicity we take f(t) of the following form: two linear ramps, one
upward and one downward with duration Tr each, and a plateau
with constant wind stress anomaly between them with duration
Tp. The choices made for Tr and Tp are key because they set the
frequencies at which the SSUS dynamics will be perturbed. To
provide general guidance a spectral analysis of the SSUS-
averaged meridional wind stress (ERA5) was performed for
nine upwelling seasons (defined between late October and late
May of the following year). The mean spectrum does not reveal
any synoptic time scale energetic peak but presents a distinctly
shallower slope over the time range 10–12 days compared to lon-
ger time scales (not shown). In the following, we present simula-
tions with Tr 5 3 days, Tp 5 5 days, and thus Tsyn 5 2 3 Tr 1

Tp 5 11 days. Note that initial explorations for Tsyn 5 6 days
produced dynamical and thermodynamical responses qualita-
tively similar to those with Tsyn5 11 days but with smaller ampli-
tude. As mentioned above, the wind stress direction is weakly
affected by the synoptic fluctuation so little energy feeds near-
inertial motions despite Tr being commensurate with the inertial
frequency in the SSUS (Tf 5 2 days). The idealized events are
applied from 2 to 11 March included (hereinafter day 1 to

day 10) in the middle of the upwelling season (Roy 1989), a
period of particular interest (Capet et al. 2017; Machu et al. 2019).

3) NET HEAT FLUX FORCING IMPLEMENTATION

The heat flux forcing in the synoptic runs can be written as

QSF(x, y, t) 5 Qclim(x, y, t) 1 f (t) 3 Q′
SF(x, y): (2)

The construction of appropriate air–sea heat fluxes modulated
during wind intensification and relaxation to force the synoptic
simulations wasmade so as to respect three objectives/constraints:
avoid artificial restoring to climatological SST during the synoptic
runs; keepQclim close to the net air–sea heat flux diagnosed from
our climatological runQclimM and, in particular, prevent disconti-
nuities at the restart time of the synoptic runs; haveQSF indepen-
dent of online model SST so that different members of an
ensemble have the exact same Q forcing. The exact definition of
QSF(t) andmore details are given in appendix A. Themodulation
of heat fluxes by synoptic events averaged over the SSUS is shown
in Fig. 2. The evolution ofQclim during that period of the year
is also noticeable. The magnitude of Q′

SF(t) is ;40 W m22 at
peak anomaly but a sensitivity to doubling Q′

SF is also pre-
sented (section 6). Choosing a symmetric form for Q′

SF is
broadly consistent with the ERA5 composite analysis (which
would yield a value 5 W m22 smaller for the relaxation per-
turbation)2 and facilitates the identification of asymmetries/
synoptic rectification effects. Note that a minor preprocess-
ing error led to an imperfect symmetry of the heat flux synop-
tic anomalies (Fig. 2). In BoxN (see Fig. 1b and section 2d),
the typical effect of the erroneous heat flux (25Wm22 on aver-
age between days 1 and 15) on surfacemixed layer temperature
is estimated to be;0.078C and subsequently neglected.

d. Spatial averaging

Various forms of spatial averaging are used to identify re-
sponses to synoptic events. In particular, we define a northern
(BoxN; see Fig. 1b) and a southern box (BoxS) in which we
expect contrasted dynamics to occur. Their east–west delimi-
tations are the coast and the 100-m isobath, respectively. We
expect upwelling to mostly take place in BoxN delineated by
the latitude 14.758N (i.e., the Cape Verde Peninsula) and 148N
[see Fig. 2a in Ndoye et al. (2017), and our Fig. 8]. The southern
box, in which lateral advection likely dominates, is delineated
by latitudes 14.258 and 13.58N. Alongshore averaging involves a
simple remapping from longitude to water column depth with
5-m bins. It is performed over the gray area shown in Figs. 7
and 8, in the center of BoxN.

e. Ensemble experiment

1) ENSEMBLE APPROACH

Separating the oceanic response to synoptic atmospheric anoma-
lies from intrinsic (primarily mesoscale) variability can be demand-
ing in terms of available flow statistics (Marchesiello et al. 2003;

1 Northeasterly and northwesterly wind events were separated
at an early stage of the study but produced similar ocean re-
sponses, so this distinction is ignored.

2 In other upwelling regions surface heat fluxes may also be an
important contributor to asymmetries (Send et al. 1987).
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FIG. 2. Canary Current (a),(c) meridional wind stress and (b),(d) net heat fluxes climatological (SF0) fields in (a) and
(b) and SF1 anomaly fields in (c) and (d) at the peak of the synoptic intensification. Anomalies for SF2 are the opposite
of those for SF1. (e) The experimental timeline. Continuous (resp. dashed) lines indicate the evolution of themeridional
wind stress (resp. net heat flux) averaged over the SSUS. Green (resp. blue and orange) lines are for climatological (resp.
wind intensification and relaxation) forcings. A slight deviation from perfect SF1–SF2 symmetry can be seen for heat
fluxes, due at a small error. Its impact on simulated upper-ocean temperature is negligible (see section 2c).
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Colas et al. 2013).We use an ensemble modeling approach tomiti-
gate the effect of intrinsic variability and thus ascertain the SSUS
deterministic response to synoptic wind events. Each ensemble run
member (e) provides an independent system state scalar evolution
X(e)(x, y, z, t).

The ensemble average is XSF:

XSF 5
1
Ne

∑
Ne

e51
X(e)

SF(x, y, z, t) (3)

with (e) 2 {1; …; Ne} the members on the ensemble. Mean
synoptic anomalies are defined as the difference between syn-
optic and climatological ensemble averages DXSF6 :

DXSF6 5 XSF6 2 XSF0 : (4)

For each member, the deviation to the ensemble average
dX(e)

SF, i.e., the intrinsic variability part, is defined by

X(e)
SF 5 XSF 1 dX(e)

SF : (5)

By injecting Eq. (5) in Eq. (4), we obtain

DXSF6 5 X(e)
SF6 2 dX(e)

SF6 2 (X(e)
SF0 2 dX(e)

SF0 ), (6)

or also

DXSF6 5X(e)
SF6 2 X(e)

SF0︸�����︷︷�����︸
DX(e)

SF6
|f

2 (dX(e)
SF6 2 dX(e)

SF0 )︸��������︷︷��������︸
DX(e)

SF6
|i

: (7)

The mean forced response DXSF6 due to synopticity can thus
be written as the sum of a deterministic forced term DX(e)

SF6 |f
plus a term due to intrinsic variability dX(e)

SF6 |i, and this equa-
tion is valid for each ensemble run. The intrinsic variability
part would vanish when averaging over a sufficiently large
ensemble, but we wish to choose a relatively small Ne for
environmental/energy consumption reasons. The fact that we
use identical initial conditions for the SF6 and reference cli-
matological runs SF0 is helpful in that regard because it limits
the random scrambling due to turbulence compared to a situ-
ation where the initial states would be inconsistent between
each other. In other words, we expect to have minimized the
magnitude of dX(e)

SF6 |i relative to the magnitude of each term
in its definition. To corroborate this, we show the RMS of the
different terms in Eq. (7) for X 5 SST in the shelf BoxN as a
function of time (Fig. 3a). For each ensemble run, RMS(dX(e)

SF1 |i)
grows from 0 at t 5 0 days (when SF1 and SF0 simulations are
identical) to’

��
2

√
RMS(dX(e)

SF1 )’
��
2

√
RMS(dX(e)

SF0 ) at t5 7 days
(this is also true when averaging over all ensemble members).
Therefore, comparing synoptic and climatological twin simula-
tions with identical initial conditions ameliorates the signal
(DX(e)

SF6 |f ) to noise (dX(e)
SF6 |i/

����
Ne

√
) ratio during the early part

of the SF6 experiments, until day 11–12 for SF1 and day 7
for SF2 as readily seen in Fig. 3b (see below section 4d
on this SF1/SF2 distinction). In practice choosing Ne 5 5
appears appropriate to identify SSUS-scale evolutions (see
Fig. 3b). More localized responses will be considered insofar
as they emerge from noise with this relatively small ensemble,
which guarantees that they are part of the first-order ocean
response.

FIG. 3. (a) Time series of the ensemble averages of spatial RMS for various quantities com-
puted for X 5 SST; see text in section 2e and Eq. (7). The gray dashed line represents the am-
plitude modulation of the synoptic anomaly f(t). (b) Signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) as defined in
section 2e.
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2) ROBUSTNESS OF THE DIAGNOSED FORCED

OCEAN RESPONSE

At any given location, the anomalous response to synoptic
forcings revealed by ensemble averaging will be considered
robust if the following criterion is met:

∣∣∣∣∣∑
Ne

e51
sign(X(e)

SF6 2 X(e)
SF0 )

∣∣∣∣∣ 5 5, (8)

that is, if the synoptic anomaly is of the same sign in all ensem-
ble members. When time and ensemble averaging are com-
bined (e.g., to produce Figs. 6 and 7), the criterion must hold
for each individual day of the time averaging window, which
makes the criterion as stringent as possible.

f. Residual effect

In our idealized setting, we will infer the residual effect produced
by synoptic variability asRESSF(X)5 (1/2)(XSF1 1XSF2 )2XSF0

for any oceanic variableX. We are also interested in the quantity
RSF(X)5RESSF(X)/XSF0 5 [(1/2)(XSF1 1XSF2 )/XSF0 ]2 1, which
quantifies the relative importance of the asymmetry. The term
RSF will systematically be computed after ensemble and time
averaging between day 3 and 8, i.e., during the plateau of SF6

forcing anomaly.

g. Heat budget

The clearest manifestation of synoptic variability is SST
modulation. Based on vertical velocity fields shown in Ndoye
et al. (2017) (see also our Fig. 8) and the minimum SST zone,
we suspect that the role of vertical advection may be weak
outside the northern sector of the SSUS. We perform an on-
line heat budget to confirm this and more generally clarify the
importance of the different processes at play in the tempera-
ture changes in the SML (as in Cambon 2008; Jullien et al.
2012; Echevin et al. 2018). The SML heat budget equation is

htTi︸︷︷︸
RATE

5 2hxuTi 2 hyyTi︸���������︷︷���������︸
HADV

2 hzwTi︸���︷︷���︸
VADV

1 hDl(T)i︸��︷︷��︸
HMIX

1 hDz(T)i︸��︷︷��︸
VMIX1ENTR

1 hF(z)i︸�︷︷�︸
FORC

(9)

where T is the model potential temperature, the left term is
the heating rate, (u, y, w) are the three-dimensional currents
components. The right-hand side terms correspond to the ad-
vection in flux form (the total advection is noted ADV 5

HADV 1 VADV), horizontal and vertical mixing, entrain-
ment/detrainment and heating/cooling due to surface heat
fluxes. The term hXi5 (1/h)
0

2h
Xdz is the vertical averaging

of the state scalar X over the time-dependent mixed layer
depth (h) range.

A particular focus will be on advection because it is presum-
ably important in driving the heat changes in the SSUS. Unfor-
tunately, the interpretation of individual advection terms can
be made difficult by the strong compensations between them
(Gan and Allen 2005b; Colas et al. 2013). Incidentally, the

nondivergence of the flow, (i.e., xu 1 yy 1 zw 5 0) implies
that advection terms can be rewritten as follows:

2(xuT 1 yyT 1 ZwT) 52[xu(T 2 T0) 1 yy(T 2 T0)
1 Zw(T 2 T0)], (10)

with T0 any arbitrary function of time only. A judicious choice
for T0 when studying the heat budget over a control volume V
is (Lentz 1987; Montgomery 1974):

T0(t) 5
1
V

���
V
T(x, y, z, t)dV: (11)

This is because, when volume averaging, every RHS term of
Eq. (10) can be rewritten as a flux of tracer (T 2 T0) across V
interfaces, hence advection terms only contribute to the heat
budget if/where they transport temperature anomalies. Com-
pensations between the three terms are thus strongly reduced
(see in the online supplemental material section 1). Advection
terms of the volume average budgets described in section 5b
are computed following this procedure.

h. Melax buoy data

To evaluate themodel ability to reproduce shelf dynamics at
seasonal and subseasonal time scales, we use in situ measure-
ments from Melax mooring located over the shelf in ;35-m
water depth at 14820.8′N, 17813.68′W. An array of thermistors
measured temperature at 11 depths every 30 s. An upward
looking ADCP measured bottom temperature and horizontal
current vertical profiles every 90 min with a vertical resolution
of 1 m. The time series analyzed in this work extends from
11 February 2015 to 26 April 2016. For the sake of simplicity and
given our interest in time scales of at least a few days, we degrade
the temporal resolution of the data to 1 day.More details on data
processing/availability and mooring characteristics are provided
in appendixB and in Tall et al. (2021), respectively.

3. Model evaluation with in situ buoy measurements

a. Depth averaged currents

The model climatological and synoptic simulations are eval-
uated against in situ measurements at Melax. Following
McCabe et al. (2015), we start by the simple comparison be-
tween modeled and observed daily depth averaged horizontal
currents in March. The direction and intensity of the model
currents is qualitatively consistent with observations (Fig. 4).
Moderate biases are nevertheless noticeable, most conspicu-
ously the lack of flow variability when climatological forcings
are used. Including synoptic forcings leads to a much improved
data–model agreement, as expected. Another bias is the overly
intense southward flow in the model. Despite the fact that syn-
optic events do not change the averaged forcing, their incorpo-
ration also reduces (but does not entirely remove) this mean
flow bias, for reasons that we clarify in section 4d. Importantly,
note that wind relaxation appears necessary to produce baro-
tropic poleward flows in CROCO (cf. Figs. 4a,b) but not in the
ocean at Melax. This discrepancy may arise from the fact that
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relaxation and upwelling conditions are less easily separated
than in our idealized setting; our simulations ignore oceanic
variability remotely generated outside our model grid. This be-
ing said, model and in situ data exhibit considerable variability
in alongshore velocity for relaxation and intensification condi-
tions (e.g., velocities’ 20.3 m s21 during relaxations).

b. Temperature vertical structure during synoptic events

The compositing method applied to ERA5 (see section 2b) is
applied to Melax data. Wind measurements are used to identify
synoptic relaxations and intensifications. Because we run ideal-
ized simulations, the model lacks variability and cannot repro-
duce the complexity of the real ocean. None exactly resembles
our idealized events andmost differ in important ways. Thus, we
limit ourselves to a qualitative assessment of the model resem-
blance to observations during one intensification and one relaxa-
tion having wind anomaly extrema consistent with those of our

synthetic forcings (Fig. 5). Noticeable model–data differences
are found in terms of overall wind forcing history (preintensifica-
tion winds below average for the selected intensification event;
absence of return to average wind conditions for the selected re-
laxation event) and initial ocean stratification. However, we note
qualitativemodel–data agreement on synoptic thermal evolution
including SML depth, and even on the magnitude of the temper-
ature response to the first part of the relaxation event. Note that
SML mean depth and its seasonal variability in our climatologi-
cal simulations (;18 m; February–May) is roughly consistent
withMelax observations [;14m; note that including chlorophyll
shading (Echevin et al. 2021) reduces the model SML depth to
16m; not shown].

4. Synoptic SSUS dynamics

The circulation and thermohaline structure of the SSUS in re-
sponse to synoptic forcing is not completely reorganized but

FIG. 4. The (u, y) depth averaged currents in (a) CROCO climatological simulations, (b) CROCO synoptic simula-
tions, and (c) Melax (2015/16 observations). Each dot corresponds to one daily mean [5 days mean in (a)] current
value for the month of March. The center of each ellipse materialized with a star indicates the mean current averaged
over each available day while its semiaxes indicate the maximum and minimum variance. The angle between the
ellipse major axis and north is indicated on top of each panel. In (b) and (c), blue (resp. red) dots correspond to daily
currents at wind intensification (resp. relaxation) times. (d) Ellipses are all repeated for comparison, with the location
of Melax (black star) as the origin (u5 y 5 0).
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important modulations are found in terms of horizontal patterns
and vertical structure. A careful evaluation of temporal evolu-
tions also reveals asymmetrical responses between SF1 and
SF2. The impact on the submesoscale variability is assessed.

a. Surface patterns of change

Patterns of change are generally consistent with expecta-
tions from theory. Over the southern Senegalese shelf, stron-
ger (resp. weaker) winds lead to decreasing (resp. increasing)
SSH and SST, and increasing southward (resp. decreasing
southward or even reversing) flow (Figs. 6 and 7). SSH and
SST patterns of change are very robust except SSTs during re-
laxation over the deeper part of the shelf. Over most of the
shelf the SSH field has returned to near-climatological condi-
tions for the period corresponding to days 19–22. This is less
true for SST which exhibits anomalies whose magnitude re-
mains comparable to that found during days 6–9, in particular
for the relaxation experiments.

Examination of Figs. 6 and 7 (see also Figs. S2 and S3) also
reveals the presence of mesoscale circulation features. In all
simulations, an anticyclonic circulation tends to dominate the
area just southwest of Cape Verde. This circulation is being
reinforced during the active period of SF1 (days 6–9) but this
is a transient feature that is no longer visible at later times,
hence is not associated with a coherent structure. On the
other hand, SF1 and SF2 each lead to the development of a
relatively robust cyclonic eddy-like structure. For SF1, the cy-
clonic feature becomes visible at days 14–15. It remains cen-
tered around 13.58N while progressively drifting offshore.

This cyclone carries upwelled shelf waters and brings them
offshore (see Fig. 7b). For SF2, the cyclonic structure is
already visible at days 6–9. Its center is located at 14.258N,
17.68W, near where the abovementioned anticyclonic circula-
tion is generally located. This cyclone is associated with an
offshore flow between Cape Verde and 14.58N. It subse-
quently drifts northward and hugs the Cape Verde Peninsula
around day 10, i.e., when normal upwelling winds resume. It
is then absorbed/incorporated in the ensuing negative SSH
anomalies and is transported offshore.

Examination of each individual SF1 and SF2 run confirms
this tendency to form cyclones made of recently upwelled
shelf water and shed them offshore when winds relax, i.e., in
the early part of SF2 and in the late part of SF1 but with no-
ticeable variations between ensemble runs. Shape, intensity,
and exact offshore and alongshore location of these cyclonic
features vary depending on the eddy field configuration over
the continental slope and their evolution during the synoptic
experiment. When large mesoscale features are present off
the SSUS the formation of cyclones can even be inhibited. Cy-
clones produced in SF2 tend to be smaller, less robust, and
more frequently absent in the different runs (cf. robustness in-
formation in Figs. 6b,f). We relate this to the fact that there
must be more available potential energy (i.e., cold upper-
ocean water) in SF1 shortly after the upwelling wind intensifi-
cation than there is in SF2 at the beginning of the relaxation.
This description of the mesoscale field is helpful to under-
stand some of the fine-scale features present in the SST field
(see Figs. S2 and S3).

FIG. 5. (a),(c),(e),(g) Temperature anomaly profiles and (b),(d),(f),(h) wind evolution during intensification in (a), (b), (e), and (f) and
relaxation events in (c), (d), (g), and (h). (top) Melax observations during two carefully chosen events and (bottom) ensemble averaged
model solutions at Melax. The color codings of temperature profiles and of the wind time series are identical, which provides a time infor-
mation to the former.
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FIG. 6. Ensemble averaged fields of SSH (color) and surface velocity (arrows) for (a),(b) SF1, (c)–(e) SF0, and (f),(g) SF2. The three pe-
riods (left) before (average of day21 to day 0; see timeline and date reference in Fig. 2e), (center) during (days 6–9 included), and (right)
after (days 19–22 included) the synoptic event. For the SF1 and SF2 panels, light green circles indicate locations where not all ensemble
members agree on the sign of the SSH anomaly relative to SF0 (see section 2e).
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for SST. The gray shading in (f) represents the sector over which along-isobath averaging is performed to
obtain Fig. 9.
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Vertical velocities at the base of the SML is an instructive
field indicative of where upwelling takes place. Fields shown
in Fig. 8 are quite noisy because averaging is performed over
periods of a few days only. Nevertheless, the region within
25–50 km of Cape Verde systematically emerges as the place
where largest vertical velocities occur (in agreement with
Ndoye et al. 2017), and also where the modulation of their in-
tensity by SF1 and SF2 is most noticeable.

b. Vertical structure

The vertical structure of the dynamical response is de-
scribed using cross-shore transects of temperature and meridi-
onal velocity (ensemble and alongshore averages, Fig. 9). We
start with a brief characterization of the climatological state:
SML depth ;30 m thick; offshore and coastal SST ;218 and
19.58C, respectively (Fig. 9c); shoaling of isopycnals from off-
shore to nearshore of the order of 30 m; extension of the off-
shore equatorward upwelling jet (defined by the 0.1 m s21

isotach) from the coast to ;60 km offshore (near 17.58W);
presence of a subsurface poleward current located offshore
of 17.48W and below ;40-m depth; positive vertical velocities
(y ; 2 m day21) below the SML. All this illustrates the relative
weakness of the southern Senegal upwelling in comparison to
other well-known sectors where isopycnal tilts, across-shore
temperature/density contrasts, and vertical velocities can be
much greater [e.g., Renault et al. (2021) in the California up-
welling system]. Our average synoptic intensification SF1

(resp. relaxation SF2) has a moderate influence on thermo-
haline structure and circulation: temperature decreases (resp.
increases) by 1.58C; the SML deepens to 35 m (resp. shoals to
20 m; see Figs. 9a,f); the upwelling jet extension deepens and
expands offshore;80 km (resp. shoals and contracts inshore).

As for vertical velocities, their change for SF1 is substantial
with a 100% increase to;6 m day21 (Fig. 9a) and the presence
of upward velocities all the way to 188W. A reduction of w dur-
ing SF2 exists but it is more difficult to evaluate in Fig. 9f be-
cause the alongshore averaging sector is at the edge of the
upwelling/large w patch (see Fig. 8d).

The inner shelf is typically defined as the region where the
surface and bottom boundary layers are coalesced and the wa-
ter column is fully mixed. The outer edge of the inner shelf is
important dynamically and also for the ecosystem. Its location
varies from 17.28W at days 6–9 during SF1 to 17.18W at days
6–9 during SF2.

c. SSUS-scale temporal evolutions

Quantities represented in Fig. 10 (SST, SML depth, w at
the mixed layer base, and u, y at the ocean surface) are spa-
tially averaged over BoxN (see section 2d, Fig. 1b) where up-
welling dynamics is prevalent. Some findings presented above
in relation to Fig. 9 are also visible in Fig. 10 (e.g., magnitude
of changes in SST ; 61.58C) but the latter provides detailed
insight in the system temporal responses, e.g., the precise
SSUS-scale changes in SML depth (;3 m with an asymmetry
between SF1 and SF2 discussed below) or the major changes
in surface velocity magnitude during the synoptic events. In
agreement with the study of Gan and Allen (2002b), these

velocity changes are associated with important modifications
in alongshore pressure gradient (not shown).

We note a clear distinction between SST, which seems still
away from equilibrium state toward the end of SF6 (day 8)
and all the other variables which exhibit plateaus between
day 3 and 8, albeit less clearly so for usurf and SML depth.
This particularity reflects the long inertia of thermal exchange
processes. In sensitivity runs with a longer synoptic intensifi-
cation plateau (16 instead of 6 days for Tp) SST does not de-
crease after day 10. This is useful information on the time
scale of the system thermal response, which is thus ;10 days.
Momentum adjustments typically need ;1 inertial period Tf

(2 days) and are therefore faster, as confirmed by Figs. 10d
and 10e.

SST response is also specific in that the rate of change is
larger during the spinup (peak reached in ;7 days) than during
the spindown phase (near-return to climatology in ;12 days),
particularly for SF2. We will return to this point in sections 4d, 6,
and 7. Also, note that the return to climatology of ysurf is am-
biguous toward day 22 when a small downward trend is still
visible. We interpret this as a consequence of the climatological
wind evolution during the month of March (see Fig. 2e). Except
for SML depth, intrinsic variability is systematically less than
the forced response at its peak during SF6.

d. Intensification–relaxation asymmetries and the net
effect of synoptic wind events

Quantifying the asymmetries between intensification and
relaxation is an important objective of this study because it
provides useful insight into the rectification effects induced by
synoptic variability of wind forcings (note that modeling stud-
ies have frequently been performed using monthly climatolog-
ical forcing devoid any synopticity; e.g., Marchesiello et al.
2003; Penven et al. 2005).

The relative importance of the asymmetryRSF (see section 2f)
is indicated for each variable plotted in Fig. 10. SST presents
rather minor asymmetries that develop after the peaks of forcing
anomalies (Fig. 10a). They concern the time of peak ocean
anomaly (day 9 for intensification and day 10 for relaxation) and
time to near-return to climatology (;day 20 and beyond day 22,
respectively). The latter asymmetry is observed at late times
when climatological air–sea heat fluxes have changed substan-
tially (see Fig. 2e).

Despite noticeable SF1
–SF2 asymmetries in SML depth

anomaly (resp. 12 and 24 m), RSF remains limited (6%).
This is because the SML depth synoptic anomalies are much
smaller than the climatological signal (SMLSF0 ; 17m).
Asymmetries in wSML (3%) and usurf (8%) are also limited.
The largest SF1–SF2 asymmetry is found for meridional surface
velocities whose anomalies are respectively 10 and 15 cm s21

(see Fig. 10), which yields RSF 5214%. Underlying processes
are discussed in section 7.

In Fig. 11, we show the spatial structure of the RESSF(y)
field at the ocean surface and that for a cross-shore vertical
section (with some alongshore averaging, see section 2d). Be-
tween CV and 14.258N, quasi-barotropic poleward residual
currents with magnitude ;0.05–0.1 m s21 are manifest. Their
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 6, but for vertical velocities at the mixed layer depth.
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tendency is to oppose the southward climatological flow which
improves the comparison with observations (section 3).

A more subtle class of asymmetries concerns the robustness
of the ocean response (i.e., the relative importance of forced
deterministic versus intrinsic response), which we describe for
SST and SSH. During SF1 intensification phase, SSH/SST pat-
terns are robust over most of the shelf (excluding limited areas
near the shelf break for SST) while this is only true for SSH
during the SF2 relaxation phase. For SST, relaxation is associ-
ated with more ensemble run variability except over the inner
shelf (cf. Figs. 7a,f). At later times (t . day 9), the robustness
of the SSH patterns decreases more rapidly for SF2 than for
SF1 (Figs. 6a,b versus Figs. 6f,g). The evolution is opposite for
SST (Figs. 7a,b versus Figs. 7f,g), i.e., the ocean response ap-
pears more deterministic for SF2 than for SF1, in agreement

with Fig. 3b. All this reveals the importance of intensifying
winds (during the early part of SF1 and the late part of SF2)
in deterministically organizing the SST field, and thus contrib-
ute to asymmetries.

e. Impact on the submesoscale variability

Frontal processes (i.e., submesoscales) have typical time
scales of the order of a few days (McWilliams 2016). This is
similar to the time scales associated with our synoptic fluctua-
tions. Moreover, proximity to the coastline and rapid changes
in bathymetry make identification of submesoscale through
spatial filtering challenging. It is thus impractical to extract
synoptic modulations of the submesoscale activity by applying
spatiotemporal filters on quantities like density or lateral ve-
locities, e.g., as done in Capet et al. (2008b). Instead, we

FIG. 9. Across-shore vertical section of temperature (color), surface mixed layer depth (red dashed line), meridional currents (black
contours; m s21), and vertical velocities (white and green lines indicate isolines at 2 and 6 m day21). Fields are ensemble, alongshore, and
time averaged. Alongshore averaging is carried out in the gray box represented in Fig. 7f using a regridding from longitude to ocean depth.
(a),(b) SF1, (c)–(e) SF0, and (f),(g) SF2 evolutions are shown.
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diagnose the RMS vertical velocities wRMS
SML , a well-known faithful

indicator of submesoscale (Lévy et al. 2001; Lapeyre and Klein
2006; Capet et al. 2008b). This quantity is computed over the
southern box (see BoxS in Fig. 1b). Excluding the northern
part of the SSUS ensures that upwelling vertical velocities are
absent so that wRMS

SML is considered a proxy for submesoscale
turbulence. The strength of surface fronts and submesoscale
activity is generally enhanced when conditions favor intense
baroclinic instability, i.e., in the presence of strong regional-
scale density contrasts and, most importantly, of deep SML
(Fox-Kemper et al. 2008). This is also true over continental
shelves, except for their shallowest part where bottom friction
damps submesoscales very effectively [Capet et al. (2008a);
see also Hetland (2017) and Kobashi and Hetland (2020) in
the context of river plumes].

A reduction ;230% of wRMS
SML is observed during SF2 (the

small initial increase at days 0–3 also found in SF0 is not con-
sidered statistically meaningful). Conversely, submesoscale
activity is increased by ;20% during SF1 compared to clima-
tological conditions (Fig. 12a). Even larger departures are
found at later times with a peak ;1100% at day 15 and wRMS

SML
significantly above the climatological values until day 22.

The early part is consistent with changes in SML depth but
the later part is not. Examination of wSML fields at day 15 of
individual runs reveals an alternating positive–negative w pat-
tern, as typically associated with frontal intensification by me-
soscale stirring (Wang 1993). It is moreover systematically
located at the northern edge of the mesoscale cyclone de-
scribed in section 4a and thus intimately tied to the lateral off-
shore export of cold upwelling water that follows SF1.
Likewise, the weaker cyclone produced during SF2 also leads
to enhanced wSML in its vicinity, albeit with less sharp struc-
tures. All this illustrates the subtlety of the relationships be-
tween forcings and fine-scale coastal ocean response, and in
particular the possible existence of time lags of a few days be-
tween their respective evolutions. Another subtlety concerns
the apparent SSUS scale decoupling between the evolutions
of wRMS

SML and |=hr| (cf. Figs. 12a and 12b). We attribute this to
the overwhelming importance of temperature contrasts in the
inshore band where friction inhibits the classical expression of
frontogenesis. Specifically, we find that, in BoxS, averaged
|=hr| is ;3 times stronger inshore of the 15 m isobath com-
pared to offshore. The heat budget analysis presented below
adds further support to the fact that, despite the noticeable

FIG. 10. Time series of (a) SST anomaly, (b) SML depth anomaly, (c) vertical velocity at the base of the SML, (d) surface zonal, and
(e) meridional velocity for SF1 and SF2 runs. Variables are ensemble and spatially averaged (over BoxN; see Fig. 1b). Blue (resp. red)
lines correspond to SF1 (resp. SF2). Dark (resp. light) tones are for KPP (resp. GLS k–e) ensembles. Anomalies are relative to SF0. Red
and blue stars in (a) and (b) indicate values found at days 6, 8, and 10 for the simulations forced with double heat flux anomalies (2Q′

SF).
Green dots and bars left or right of the figure box represent respectively the averages and the intrinsic variability levels computed as
plus/minus the maximum standard deviation (std) between day 21 and day 22 in the ensemble run SF0. Dark (resp. light) green is for
simulations with KPP (resp. GLS k–e) turbulence submodel. SML depth is diagnosed based on a density threshold for simulations with
GLS k–e. It is computed internally when using KPP but using the same threshold-based method only makes minute differences. Shaded
envelopes represent the standard deviation computed each day from the different ensemble members. The gray dotted line represents the
shape of the synoptic forcing anomaly [i.e., f(t); see section 2c]. Percentages in the upper-right corner of each panel indicate the relative
importance of the asymmetry between SF1 and SF2, RSF(X) (see definition in section 2f). Note that the amplitude of the y-axis range is
similar in (d) and (e).
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response of wRMS
SML after SF1, the modulation of SSUS subme-

soscale by synoptic events is modest.

5. Mixed layer heat budget

Considering the vertical velocities, surface current and SST
patterns, we hypothesize that the northern part of the shelf
(BoxN in Fig. 1b) is the preferential location where upwelling
of cold waters occurs (Ndoye et al. 2017). To qualify this and

more generally gain insight into the respective roles of the
different processes in warming/cooling during synoptic
events, we carry out a SML heat budget (see section 2g) over
various areas of the shelf. In all simulations (SF6 and SF0),
vertical mixing and entrainment are of secondary impor-
tance. Our focus is thus on air–sea heat exchanges (FORC),
advection terms (ADV 5 HADV 1 VADV), and the heat
rate of change (RATE) which is approximately equal to the
sum.

FIG. 11. (a) Surface slice and (b) vertical-across-shore section of ensemble, alongshore, and time averaged meridio-
nal current residual RESSF(y) (see definition in section 4d). Time (resp. alongshore) averaging is performed between
days 6 and 9 included [resp. over the sector shaded in gray in (a)].

FIG. 12. (a) Vertical velocities at the base of the SML. (b) Horizontal density gradient magnitude |=hr|. Both quanti-
ties are averaged over BoxS (see Fig. 1b) and represented for SF1 (blue), SF0 (green), and SF2 (red). Shaded enve-
lopes indicate the ensemble standard deviation.
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a. Spatial structure

Figures 13–15 show FORC, ADV, and RATE for SF0, SF1,
and SF2, respectively. In all three cases, the inner shelf is
characterized by robust FORC (resp. ADV) warming (resp.

cooling) contributions, albeit less so for SF1 (resp. SF2, note
the weak warming patch between 13.58 and 148N for days 6–9,
see Fig. 15a). This contrasts with the situation found over the
mid and outer shelf where tendency terms are uniformly small
(FORC) or spatially variable (ADV). The FORC warming

FIG. 13. (left) Ensemble averaged SF0 advection, (center) atmospheric forcing, and (right) heating rate terms as defined in Eq. (9)
(8C day21). Surface velocities are also shown (arrows). The three rows are for the same three time windows used in Figs. 6 and 7:
(a)–(c) from days21 to 0, (d)–(f) days 6–9, and (g)–(i) days 19–22.
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pattern is due to the spatial structure of the air–sea heat flux
forcing field (not shown), and not to spatial differences in
how shortwave heat flux is distributed vertically between the
mixed layer and the subsurface. Note that nearshore air–sea
heat flux warming arises from the SST bias correction terms
m2 and m2adj present in Eq. (A4). Our experience at sea in
the region suggests that this may be a realistic feature associ-
ated with coastal wind drop off that is absent in existing wind
reanalyses products, not accounted for in large scale air–sea
heat flux products such as ICOADS used inm1, but recovered
thanks to the bias correction terms.

During the intensification part of SF1, FORC is, by con-
struction, reduced compared to climatological conditions (see
Fig. 2b). However, the cooling tendency observed in RATE
at days 6–9 is dominated by changes in ADV, which becomes
strongly negative over most of the shelf. After the intensifica-
tion, ADV cooling is restricted to a small inshore portion of
the shelf while ADV warming has a major influence on the
heat budget between 13.58 and 14.758N. However, this warm-
ing tendency at days 19–22 is also found in SF0, and to a lesser
extent SF2 (in which the latitudinal extent of the warming

patch is much reduced). Thus, this warming pattern in SF1 re-
flects not only a postsynoptic event adjustment but also the
spring seasonal warming trend present in the climatology of
air–sea heat fluxes (Fig. 2e).

During the relaxation, advection brings heat over most of
the shelf except for a tiny inshore sector (Fig. 15a, 148–14.68N)
where ADV cooling persists. There, the SML is strongly
warmed by the atmospheric forcing (Figs. 15b,e). When the re-
laxation stops, heating from the atmosphere slightly decreases
but advection is the dominant cooling driver (Fig. 15d) that
brings SML temperature back to climatological conditions.

A contribution due to restratification by submesoscales is
presumably hidden in ADV (except over the inner shelf
where frontal processes are strongly damped). But we do not
find any indication that it differs between SF1 and SF2, in
agreement with the modest response of the submesoscale pre-
sented in section 4e.

b. Box averaged heat budget

A more in-depth analysis is now given thanks to horizontal
averaging, introduction of a reference temperature T0, and

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 13, but for SF1. Averages over the time window before the synoptic anomaly (from days 21 to 0) is as for SF0 and
is therefore not repeated (see Figs. 13a–c).
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separation of the horizontal versus vertical advection terms
(see section 2g). First, averaging of the SML heat budget
terms is done over the northern part of the shelf (BoxN in
Fig. 1b). We start with SF0 in which RATE is consistent
with expectations (positive and increasing slightly over
time, Fig. 16a) but the relative contributions of lateral and
vertical advection appear counterintuitive for an upwelling
region. Indeed, we find that lateral advection tends to cool
the SML (;20.18C day21) while vertical advection is nearly
zero.

During the intensification period of SF1 (Fig. 16b), the same
general remark applies although horizontal advection cooling
is intensified (to;20.28C day21) and vertical advection is weakly
(but robustly) negative (;20.058C day21). Overall, RATE is
dominated by HADV between days 3 and 8.

SML warming (RATE) changes rapidly toward the end
of the intensification period and reaches 10.28C day21 at
day 11. An oscillatory behavior is manifest at later times.
It is due to HADV and partly compensated by VADV. Ex-
amination of the lateral heat transport anomalies at the
boundaries of BoxN with the help of the PAGO software
(Deshayes et al. 2014; Barrier et al. 2015) (available at

http://pypago.nicolasbarrier.fr/) reveals synoptic modulations
in the relative rates of warm water (T . T0) import into and
export out of BoxN. Import predominantly takes place through
the northern part of the offshore boundary, whereas export pre-
dominantly takes place through the southern part of the offshore
boundary and through the southern boundary (not shown).
Both import and export of heat are impacted by the evolutions
of the mesoscale eddy field described in section 4a, which
gives rise to the oscillations of RATE observed after the wind
intensification period.

In first approximation, SML heat content modulation dur-
ing SF2 are opposite to those found in SF1: increasing
HADV and VADV during the relaxation part; rapid return
to negative HADV around day 9–11; reduced magnitude of
VADV compared to HADV. On the other hand, close exami-
nation reveals some differences in behavior: a change in the
sign of VADV at day 6; relative weakness of the oscillations
that follow the relaxation phase compared to those seen after
the intensification in SF1; differences in RATE and HADV
extrema during active part of SF1 (20.38C day21 for RATE)
and SF2 (10.28C day21 for RATE); increase in intrinsic vari-
ability observed between days 5 and 10 (i.e., toward the

FIG. 15. As in Fig. 14, but for SF2.
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end of the relaxation period) versus between days 8 and 12
in SF1.

The surprisingly small role played by vertical advection
(Figs. 16a–c) deserves further elaboration. To the readers fa-
miliar with more energetic upwelling sectors, e.g., offshore of
central California or Chile, we remind that vertical velocities are
weak in the SSUS, typically a few meters per day [see Fig. 8 and
also discussion in Capet et al. (2017)], and do not dramati-
cally increase with strong winds. This being said, the shape
of the SSUS upwelling tongue (Fig. 7) and the fact that the
Cape Verde Peninsula is effective at interrupting the along-
shore flow of cold upwelling water strongly suggests that a
heat sink (i.e., a source of cold water) must cool the SML
south of Dakar. To confirm this and estimate the impor-
tance of this sink, we perform heat budget analyses for sev-
eral BoxN-like control domains that differ by the latitude
(lat) of their southern edge, varied from 13.58 to 14.58N with
0.258 increments. The northern and offshore edges of the
control volumes remain fixed at 14.758N and at the 100-m
isobath respectively, as for BoxN. These boxes are desig-
nated by Slat (so that BoxN is S14) and their area is denoted
Slat. HADV and VADV contributions to the heat budget
equation are denoted with a subscript lat and represented as
a function of control volume extension in Fig. 17.

VADV cooling is important in SF1 and SF0 but it is very con-
centrated in the northernmost part of the SSUS (20.18C day21

in S14:5 for SF1), where HADV is, conversely, a heat source
(SF2 and SF0) or negligible heat sink (SF1). As the domain
extension increases southward the magnitude of the VADV
(resp. HADV) contribution is reduced (resp., increased).
Precisely, HADV becomes dominant between 14.258 and
14.58N. The negligible role of VADV cooling occurring
south of 14.58N in SF1 is demonstrated by comparing its
mean effect in S14:25 and S14 to the effect obtained by
“diluting” the VADV contribution in S14:5. Precisely Fig. 17

shows VADV14:5 3 (S14:5/S14:25). A minor contribution of
VADV is still present between 14.258 and 14.58N but most
of the cooling in S14:25 (82%) actually takes place in the north-
ernmost ocean sector S14:5. Because VADV14:5 3 (S14:5/S14:0),
VADV14, we infer that vertical advection must overall warm
the SML between 14.258 and 148N (with an absolute magni-
tude equal to 25% of the cooling found in S14:25). South
of 148N changes become small except for the role of
HADV during SF1 which keeps decreasing all the way to
13.508N, reflecting the southward expansion of the upwelling
tongue.

In the northern part of the SSUS, VADV is found to have
a significant warming contribution in SF2. Despite the limited
role of frontal processes in our SSUS simulations (section 4e)
we see this as evidence of baroclinic instability processes, i.e.,
of correlations between temperature and vertical velocity
fluctuations.

Figure 17 also reveals the asymmetric roles played by lat-
eral and vertical advection. The largest RESSF(VADV) value
is found in the smallest northern box where SF1 (resp. SF2)
has little (resp. a large) effect on VADV compared to the cli-
matological reference (see Fig. 17b). HADV asymmetry is
distinct in behavior but also decreases as the control volume
gets bigger. A modest level of asymmetry is found for S13:5.
This is in apparent contrast with the results of Send et al.
(1987) but consistent with the importance of alongshore heat
advection in the SSUS, even during sustained upwelling con-
ditions. Overall, our analysis demonstrates that asymmetry
and rectification are strongly domain dependent.

These findings are in part dependent on the choices made
when designing the idealized forcings and in particular the
magnitude of air–sea heat flux anomalies (section 2c), i.e.,
they reflect moderate amplitude springtime synoptic events
(see section 7 for further elaboration).

FIG. 16. (a)–(c) Time series of ensemble and BoxN (see Fig. 1b) spatially averaged heat budget tendency terms. Color coding of the dif-
ferent terms is indicated in (c). Shaded envelopes represent the ensemble standard deviation. Panels (a), (b), and (c) correspond respec-
tively to SF0, SF1, and SF2. Magenta dots located at t5 1 day (resp. t 5 11 days) provide entrainment (ENTR) values time averaged be-
tween day 0 and 9 (resp. between day 10 and 22). The associated magenta bar represents the maximum value of the ensemble standard
deviation over the corresponding time window.
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6. Sensitivity tests and limitations

a. Vertical mixing scheme

Previous studies have shown the sensitivity of coastal dy-
namics to the particular choice made for the turbulence clo-
sure scheme (Wijesekera et al. 2003; Van Roekel et al. 2018).
Here we explore this sensitivity by comparing the reference
simulations using K-profile parameterization (Large et al.
1994) with simulations computed with the generic length scale
(GLS) k–e (Fearon et al. 2020; Umlauf and Burchard 2003).
GLS k–e surface mixed layer depths (computed using a
threshold condition on density change from surface to mixed
layer base equal to 0.01 kg m23; see de Boyer Montégut et al.
2004) tend to be smaller (;2 m, not shown) than those ob-
tained when using KPP.

The synoptic anomalies of SML depth generated by both
schemes are quite similar for SF1. The differences are more
pronounced for SF2, with less shoaling (resp. more deepen-
ing) during the active part (resp. the return to climatological
conditions) when using GLS k–e. From this ensues visible dif-
ferences in SST during the late period of SF2 when GLS k–e
yields a faster return to climatological SST values (Fig. 10a).

The most dramatic sensitivity is found for zonal and meridi-
onal currents. The currents are systematically weaker with
KPP than with GLS k–e and the difference is amplified as
wind (and currents) get stronger (Figs. 10d,e). The treatment

of bottom friction is identical in all runs (linear drag with fric-
tion coefficient equal to 3 3 1024 m s21). We thus attribute
this sensitivity to differences in momentum mixing intensity
and indeed have verified that KPP yields viscosity coefficients
near the shelf bottom that are 3–5 times stronger than found
in GLS k–e (differences over the inner shelf are even more
pronounced). Although changing the vertical mixing scheme
does not fundamentally alter our results, exploring this sensi-
tivity further and determining which scheme is most realistic
would be useful (but note that the flow bias at Melax shown
in section 3a would be even stronger with GLS k–e).

b. Doubling air–sea heat flux synoptic anomalies Q′
SF

As in other upwelling systems (Thomsen et al. 2021), net
air–sea heat flux is quite variable at synoptic and intraseasonal
time scales in the SSUS (e.g., at Melax; S. Faye 2016, personal
communication). To explore this sensitivity, simulations with
doubled Q′

SF (780 W m22 in SF6) were carried out. In terms
of magnitude, sensitivity of SST is moderate [110% (resp.
30%) SST anomaly at day 8 in SF1 (resp. SF2); Fig. 10a] and
that of SML depth is a bit stronger [125% (resp. 50%) SML
depth anomaly at day 8 in SF1 (resp. SF2); Fig. 10b].

The asymmetry found between SF1 and SF2 is consistent
with the fact that thermodynamic effects are amplified when
the momentum forcing (wind) is weak. But overall, these sen-
sitivity runs confirm that wind forcing is the dominant driver.

FIG. 17. (a) Horizontal (solid lines) and vertical (dashed lines) heat advection tendencies as a function of the loca-
tion of the averaging box southern boundary (which varies from 13.508 to 14.508N). Five averaging boxes are used (in-
dicated with dots and stars superimposed on lines). Each tendency value is ensemble and time averaged (between
days 6 and 9, i.e., at the end of the synoptic anomaly if any). Green, blue, and orange lines indicate respectively SF0,
SF1, and SF2. Isolated gray stars represent the outcome of diluting the SF1 vertical advection tendency found north
of 14.508N in the boxes with southern extension at 14.258 and 14.008N. (b) SF1/SF2 asymmetry (i.e., synoptic residual)
RESSF(X) associated with the domain-averaged horizontal (solid) and vertical (dashed) advection tendency terms
shown in (a).
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A different conclusion would presumably be reached for iso-
lated synoptic events taking place in November–January
when easterly winds from the Sahara can be responsible for
Q′

SF anomalies reaching several hundred watts per square me-
ter (Thomsen et al. 2021).

c. Study limitations

There are several important limitations to the insight pro-
vided by our study. First, the idealizations we made ignore the
complexity of the wind and air–sea heat flux history (succes-
sion of synoptic events of various duration and intensity) and
of the associated ocean response.

It has been known for a long time that coastal upwelling
can be generated by remote winds whose effect is then trans-
mitted (poleward along an eastern boundary) by coastal
trapped waves (Philander and Yoon 1982). Synoptic wind
anomalies have a regional imprint (Fig. 2c) which is very
weak south of 128N, i.e., our domain of interest is close to the
southern limit of the synoptic fluctuation pattern. Consis-
tently, we find very limited signs of propagation of remote
synoptic signals in the SSUS (e.g., in ysurf and SSH) but this
may be otherwise for some of the real world synoptic events.
Using climatological boundary conditions for all runs, we also
ignore the synoptic modulations of the West African Bound-
ary Current (WABC) system that are generated outside our
computation domain (i.e., remote forcing south of ;68N).
SSH altimeter data (Polo et al. 2008) and tropical Atlantic
simulations (Polo et al. 2008; Kounta Diop 2019) indicate that
coastal trapped waves generated by seasonal and intraseaso-
nal wind fluctuations along West Africa can propagate from
as far as the Gulf of Guinea to the SSUS.

Also note that we suspect a spring bias in the intensity of
the WABC based on SST/ocean color satellite image analyses
(Ndoye et al. 2014), but lack current observations to confirm
this. Having an overly weak poleward WABC could limit the
ability of wind relaxations to trigger continental shelf flow re-
versals (Tall et al. 2021) and thus also explain the flow bias at
Melax (see section 3a). Finally, spatial horizontal resolution is
only marginally submesoscale permitting (Dong et al. 2020),
so frontal processes must be less energetic in our model than
in the real ocean, which could have consequences on the SML
heat budget and its synoptic modulations.

7. Discussion

Cape Verde is a major geomorphological irregularity with
implications on the surrounding ocean flow. As shown in Gan
and Allen (2002b), we also find that alongshore pressure gra-
dients tend to be of opposite sign north and south of the Cape.
On the other hand, the details of the circulation differ from
those presented for the well-studied Point Reyes, Point Arena
(Gan and Allen 2002b), and Cape Blanco (Barth et al. 2000).

In the typology established byLargier (2020) the SSUSgeometry/
flow configuration would fall in between two categories rele-
vant to other ocean sectors: (i) smooth and broad embayment
with no flow separation (e.g., Sonoma Coast in California and
Antofagasta Bay in Chile) and (ii) abrupt coastline deflection
associated with a flow separation and shelf recirculation (e.g.,

Gulf of Farallones in California and St Helena Bay in South
Africa). Although Cape Verde also seems rather sharp, and a
flow separation is manifest (Fig. 6), no recirculation occurs in
normal/climatological conditions. In the model simulations we
presented, this remains true during strong upwelling and re-
laxation conditions, albeit with some robust flowmodifications
induced in part by mesoscale features. We attribute this rela-
tive stability of the flow to the strong constraint associated
with the shelf enlargement south of Cape Verde and to the as-
sociated onshore flow needed to satisfy the mass balance
(Pringle 2002).

One manifestation of this stability is the importance of the
deterministic response to forcing synoptic modulations rela-
tive to intrinsic turbulent variability. SSUS flow modifications
generated when the system is subjected to upwelling wind in-
tensifications or relaxations are indeed largely independent of
the initial state at onset of the synoptic event. To leading or-
der, they are also spatially homogeneous over the continental
shelf. As for time scales, our analyses of synoptic modulation
and return to climatological conditions demonstrate that the
SSUS circulation and dynamics is constrained by the forcing
history over a relatively short period of ;10 days (see Fig. 3a),
i.e., memory effects are quite limited in time. Both the persis-
tence in time of SF effects and the spatial heterogeneity of the
ocean response to SF are significantly bigger for the open
ocean (not shown). All this is consistent with the prevalence
of a wind-forcing bottom friction balance in the momentum
equations.

Given the design of our experiments, any asymmetry be-
tween the ocean response to SF1 and SF2 forcing anomalies
provides insight into residual effects generated by wind syn-
optic variability. Diagnosed asymmetries (Figs. 10 and 11) are
small for SST, SML depth, w at the mixed layer base and a bit
stronger for currents, particularly meridional ones. In the
spirit of Gan and Allen (2002b) the possibility that alongshore
pressure gradients at the offshore edge of our domain be re-
sponsible for asymmetry found for the latter was examined.
Alongshore sea level gradient diagnosed over the 100 m iso-
bath between 148 and 14.68N reveal negligible asymmetry
[RSF(X)5 3%, not shown]. Reasons underlying asymmetry
in y were not explored further given their limited importance
overall. Bottom drag which was chosen to have a linear for-
mulation cannot produce asymmetries alone but its interplay
with near-bottom mixing could. Note that more asymmetry
would presumably arise from employing quadratic/nonlinear
bottom drag.

The intriguing SST asymmetry taking place after the period
of anomalous synoptic forcing (Fig. 10) is sensitive to the em-
ployed mixing scheme. The longer persistence of SST and
SML depth anomalies with KPP mixing may point to errone-
ous hysteresis effects but a more in-depth investigation would
be needed to confirm this.

A well-known source of asymmetry is thermal/density advec-
tion in the bottom boundary layer which behaves differently in
upwelling and downwelling conditions (Beckmann 1998). Be-
cause we find little asymmetry in bottom temperature/density,
as estimated using the synoptic residual RESSF (not shown),
the importance of this effect must also be small.
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The reader familiar with the California Current literature may
be surprised by the limited asymmetry revealed by our surface
mixed layer heat budgets. We relate this to the importance of
alongshore advection, not just during relaxation but also during
sustained wind conditions. This may be due to the shelf flow re-
gime and its control by friction. Also note that we find significant
asymmetry of the vertical and horizontal advection terms for the
northern part of the SSUS, i.e., a control volume of size not much
smaller than the one considered by Send et al. (1987). This under-
scores the domain dependence of synoptic rectification effects.

The degree to which the circulation responds deterministi-
cally is also noticeably different between SF1 and SF2, with
significantly more robust SST responses in the former case as
long as the synoptic wind anomaly is present (cf. Figs. 7a,f;
see also Fig. 3b until day 11). This is perhaps not unsurprising
that stronger forcing is associated with larger signal to noise,
but it has, to our knowledge, not been noted before in this
context. At later times when the wind has returned to climato-
logical conditions, the opposite is true (cf. Figs. 7b,g; see also
Fig. 3b after day 11), which seems consistent with more en-
ergy being available in SF1 to feed turbulent processes.

8. Conclusions

In this study we shed light into the upper-ocean SSUS heat
balance. At the time of year we focus on (the heart of the up-
welling season) air–sea heat flux is the only significant source
of heat. This heat input compensates cooling by advection
which arises from the horizontal flow except in the immediate
vicinity south of Cape Verde where vertical advection domi-
nates. All this is broadly consistent with the localization of ver-
tical velocities found in Ndoye et al. (2017) (see also Fig. 8).

However, the main study focus is the effect of atmospheric
fluctuation in the synoptic range. In upwelling systems, such
fluctuations can strongly modulate the ocean dynamics and
have been implicated in anomalous biogeochemical events
of high significance.3 By means of idealized ensemble runs
we have strived to characterize the ocean response of a West
African upwelling sector to atmospheric synoptic fluctuations.

During upwelling intensification the dominant SSUS up-
welling pathway identified in climatological conditions (Ndoye
et al. 2017) remains in place and most of the upwelling takes
place within 20–30 km from the Cape Verde Peninsula. During
wind relaxations, upwelling is nearly halted (although the
wind is not) and the horizontal flow is modified with weak
equatorward currents over the shelf and even surface pole-
ward flow about the shelf break. The associated changes in
SST (or mixed layer temperature) are smooth in time, spatially
modulated by (sub)mesoscale turbulence with magnitude
reaching 61.58C. The synoptic modulations of the underlying
heat budget are characterized by major disruptions of the heat
tendency terms with a near doubling (resp. complete reversal)
of the horizontal and vertical advection tendency terms north

of 14.258N during SF1 (resp. SF2). Air-sea heat fluxes are
comparatively less affected although they also play a role.

Overall, we confirm the major role played by horizontal ad-
vection in the SSUS upper-ocean heat balance and its changes
on synoptic time scales (Capet et al. 2017). Conversely, we find a
very limited role played by vertical mixing. Our analyses also
demonstrate the existence of modest intensification/relaxation
asymmetries at the upwelling sector scale, i.e., the mean state dy-
namics and circulation of the SSUS are only weakly altered by
the presence of synoptic scales in the atmospheric forcings. Of
all dynamical variables considered, meridional velocities are sub-
jected to the most important rectification effect. But, contrary to
general expectations that could be derived from past studies
(Gan and Allen 2002a,b, 2005a), no associated alongshore pres-
sure gradient asymmetry could be identified in our simulations.

All these findings are for a particular class of synoptic per-
turbations whose magnitude is one standard deviation above
or below climatology. This is sufficient to draw the ocean out-
side of its intrinsic variability range and produce major bio-
geochemical disturbances as we will report in a forthcoming
study including substantial biogeochemical asymmetries. But
stronger perturbations would presumably have stronger ef-
fects, and possibly increase the degree of asymmetry between
upwelling intensification and relaxation phases. During the
monsoon to upwelling transition season in fall, offshore wind
carrying dry air from the Sahara and warm ocean tempera-
tures lead to intense air–sea heat losses that make for very dif-
ferent synoptic situations, and perhaps more surface heat flux
forcing asymmetry. Exploring the whole variety of synoptic
circumstances may be tedious. Gaining a priori insight into
which ones are most impactful on the biogeochemical and
ecosystemic functioning (e.g., because they produce hypoxic
or harmful algae bloom events) of the SSUS would be useful.
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APPENDIX A

Net Heat Flux Forcing Implementation

As large uncertainties remain on local and regional heat
fluxes, model climatological simulations are often performed

3 Away from shore, the existence of such events can also be
purely due to mesoscale turbulence, which modulates the flow and
biogeochemical properties over a similar time scale range (Stukel
et al. 2017; Chabert et al. 2021).
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using online SST restoring to correct for heat flux bias
(e.g., Ndoye et al. 2017) using the formulation proposed
by Barnier et al. (1995):

QclimM(t) 5 QclimO

︷�︸︸�︷(m1)
1

dQ
dSST

[SSTonlineM(t) 2 SSTclimO]
︷������������������︸︸������������������︷(m2)

,

(A1)

where SSTonlineM denotes model SST computed at every
time step. Time dependency is omitted for variables that
follow a smooth seasonal cycle.

Equation (A1) is the formulation used to perform our
multiyear climatological run. Using more elaborate bulk
formulation to compute heat fluxes instead has not led to
any improvement in the representation of SST and SML
depth (not shown). In the synoptic simulations, using
Eq. (A1) would produce an artificial feedback because the
development of model SST synoptic anomalies would
modify QclimM, typically 6 30 W m22 for 718C anomaly.
To circumvent this, SSTclimO in Eq. (A1) could be re-
placed by a prescribed SST field taking account of the
synoptic forcing on SST. But this would require an a pri-
ori knowledge of the ocean SST response which we do
not have. In addition, formulation of m2 in Eq. (A1)
would lead to different net air–sea heat fluxes for differ-
ent ensemble members. Therefore, we choose to shift to a
different formulation for Qclim that does not involve any
online restoring to SST, has a minimal effect on Eq. (A1)’s
version of Qclim, and ensures that all ensemble runs will be
identically forced. To do so, we replace m2 with m2adj defined
as follows:

m2adj 5
dQ
dSST

(SSTclimM 2 SSTclimO), (A2)

Qclim 5 m1 1 m2adj: (A3)

In m2adj, SSTclimM is the SST diagnosed from the climatolog-
ical simulations. Replacing SSTonlineM with SSTclimM ensures
that m2 and m2adj are identical when sufficient averaging is
performed, e.g., formulation Eq. (A1) averaged over a large
number of ensemble runs is equivalent to formulation Eq. (A3).
Equation (A3) adjusted heat fluxes are applied on initial states
obtained from climatological simulations run with Eq. (A1) (see
section 2c). To preserve exact continuity of Qclim at restart time
(14 February), we create a transition period to smoothly shift
from Eqs. (A1) to (A3). This transition is performed using
two linear ramps fdown (from 1 to 0) and fup (from 0 to 1)
respectively applied to m2 and m2adj between 15 February
and 1 March. The same method is used for the surface fresh-
water flux formulation during synoptic simulations. For heat
flux, the complete formulation includes the synoptic anomaly
and writes:

QSF(t) 5 m1 1 fdown(t)m2 1 fup(t)m2adj 1 f (t)Q′
SF: (A4)

APPENDIX B

Melax Data Processing and Temperature
Vertical Profiles

a. Melax data processing

We are not concerned with high-frequency (e.g., intradaily)
variability. The temporal resolution of Melax data is degraded
to 1 day. This is done with a straightforward daily averaging
for ADCP currents and atmospheric variables. A more com-
plex processing is chosen for temperature because its vertical
profile is modulated by the diurnal shortwave cycle and gener-
ation of warm surface layers whereas model temperature is
not. To limit model–data discrepancies arising from this differ-
ence, the most vertically mixed temperature profile at Melax
is selected for every day of interest. The maximum mixing
criterion is based on the temperature difference between
1 and 10 m deep: T(z)|min[T(z51m)2T(z510m)]. We choose
10 m as it is a commonly used depth of reference for SMLs
(de Boyer Montégut et al. 2004). This procedure typically
amounts to choosing nighttime Melax in situ profiles be-
cause near-surface diurnal warming effects are then absent.

b. Melax temperature vertical profiles

The Melax dataset comprises a limited number of upwell-
ing wind intensification and relaxation events (Fig. 4c). For
each of them, the real ocean initial state and wind forcing
history (before and during the event) differ from our idealized
simulations (see Fig. 5). Therefore, pending more observa-
tions, model evaluation can only be done qualitatively. We
have selected the upwelling intensification and the relaxation
events whose wind history appeared most consistent with our
synthetic forcings. The level of agreement for the wind prior
to the event is better for the relaxation than for the intensifi-
cation. In the latter, the observed initial state (first three days)
is characterized by a relaxed wind which certainly contributes
to enhancing the amplitude of the synoptic temperature re-
sponse (approximately a factor of 2 larger in the observations
than in the model runs with synthetic forcing anomalies).
Model–data agreement is much better for the relaxation ex-
cept toward the end of the event, but this is presumably again
related to the fact that the meridional wind in the selected ob-
served event and in our synthetic forcings behave quite differ-
ently (cf. Figs. 5d,h). Overall, qualitative agreement between
observed and modeled vertical temperature profiles shows the
ability of our simulations to reproduce real ocean processes.
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